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Abstract-The two main arguments of this paper are: first, that it is important for our society of the
near future that every educated person understand some of the principles on which computers
opera te: and second, that there is an important relationship between mathematics education and
computers, both in the sense that the mathematics curriculum can contribute significantly towards
teaching students about computers, as well as in the sense that computers have a role to play in
mathematics education. The latter point is shown by several examples which are discussed in detail.
It is also argued that high school mathematics teachers can obtain the required knowledge to use
computers effectively in their teaching by taking two one-semester courses as part of an in-service
training program,
I. COMPUTERS AS A SUBJECT FOR GENERAL EDUCATION
Computer science, as a young discipline in a state of rapid growth, has its fair share of
exciting developments to point to with pride, An argument based on this fact, or on the
depth and elegance of the fundamental concepts of computation, might justify the inclusion
of computer science as an elective or as a field of specialization at the university level. This
opportunity for specialized training in computer science is indeed the major educational
impact computers have had so far.
I would like to argue, however, that computers should be regarded as a subject for
general education as well as for specialization, More specifically, that some understanding
of the principles on which computers operate, and some skill in communicating with them,
should become an essential part of the general education of everybody. The justification
for this position, which is simply that this will be crucial for the functioning of our society
in the remaining part of this century, might deserve some elaboration.
It is generally accepted that a number of recent technological innovations require
special attention if society is to reap the benefits which they promise, and avoid the dangers
which may accompany the large-scale application of these devices. In a society which has
recently become very sensitive to undesirable side effects of technology, this fact hardly
needs to be mentioned.
Among our recent tools and toys, computers rank high on the list of candidates which
require special attention if we are to cope responsibly with the consequences of their
widespread use. This may come as a surprise to the unwary who holds the naive view that
computers pose no threat because, if we do not like their results, we can always ignore
them. Anybody who has made long computations on a computer can attest to the un-
certainty, even agony, that may be involved in assessing the output of a computer: if a
number comes out of a computer, what relation does it bear to the number you want?
There are people who never believe in anything that comes out of a computer, and
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maybe worse, there are people who seem to believe in anything if you tell them the computer
said so. While it is easy to label both of these kinds as fools, we must recognize that our
control over computers may be weak. We cannot trace step by step how the machine
arrived at its conclusion, and any halfway lengthy computation, any decision based on more
data than a person can look at, can only be checked indirectly-i-for example, by another
computer. In view of the large and still increasing number of decisions being made which
are based on results obtained by computers, and in view of the difficulty of interpreting
such results we have every reason to be concerned about the responsible use of computers.
The argument so far does not explain why everybody should have some knowledge of
computers. History has seen many technological innovations which influenced life pro-
foundly, and society's usual response has been to create a new profession of people com-
petent to deal with the consequences of the innovation. This has indeed happened in the
past 20 years since computers came into general use, giving rise to such professions as
computer programmers and systems analysts. In most cases, this delegation of duty to a
group of specialists is an adequate way for society to adapt to a technological change, and
the great majority of people never need to learn anything about the technical aspects of
the new phenomenon.
Occasionally, however, an innovation takes place which requires everybody to learn a
new skill, if he wants to remain a functional member of society. Reading, writing and
arithmetic are the most prominent examples of skills one has to learn in order to com-
municate with his fellow man in today's society.
I believe computers will play such a pervasive role in our society that each of us will
have to be reasonably skilled at communicating with these machines.
To justify this remark one would have to describe the state of the art in computer develop-
ment and computer use, and extrapolate current trends into the future-s-tasks beyond the
scope of this paper. Suffice it to say that one of the important trends in computer technology
is for computers to be linked to each other and to many terminals by communications
networks. In the future one might come to think of computation and communication as a
utility which spans the entire country and enters into every household which today has a
telephone. Such conditions might lead, as 1. R. Pierce of Bell Telephone Laboratories
has aptly said, to "people not commuting, but communicating to work".
This will require of everybody a literacy in communicating with machines. We must
drop the notion that communication with machines is the domain of a few specialists.
Already now all of us communicate with machines, but the interaction is trivial: flip a
switch, turn a knob. The machines to communicate with in the future will require a some-
what more complicated interaction. If we do not teach our children the language for com-
municating with such machines, we will prepare them poorly for the world in which they
will have to live.
If one accepts the position that we should teach all our children something about com-
puters, the question arises how this is best done within the framework of our school system.
It is at this point that the connection with mathematics education arises.
If one wants to reach a large majority of all students, computer education has to occur
before the college level. In the near future this means the high school level, although in
the long run one might expect that students receive their first exposure to computers in
elementary school, at the same time they learn to read and write (pilot studies have been
carried out in connection with computer-assisted instruction, e.g. by the PLATO project
at the University of Illinois).
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In the growing number of today's high schools which offer some computer instruction,
computing is often associated with mathematics, and often with business and voca tional
education. It should be associated with both. If computing is left to business and vocational
education alone, there is some danger that students learn mainly the routines of a com-
puter operator's job (such as handling punched card eq uipment), without understanding
ba sic principles of computers. By using computers in imaginati ve ways and by discussing
some topi cs which lie on the borderline between mathemat ics and computer science, the
mathematics curriculum can contribute significantly towards tea ching students about
computers. In the absence of specia lized computer science teachers at the secondary
school level, nobody but the mathematics teacher can be expected to provide a proper
balance of the fundamental aspects of computers vis-a-vis the more utilitarian computing
skills students might pick up in other subjects.
How this might be done is discussed in the next section. which also attempts to show
that in turn computers and computer-related subjects can make a valuable contribution
to mathematics education.
2 . THE ROL E OF C O M P U T E R S IN MATH EM ATI CS ED UCATION
The impact computers may ha ve on mathemat ics edu cati on comes from the fact that
they open new areas of study and allow new approach es to old problems, and thus may
grea tly influence a stude nt's image of the nature of mathematics.
Among the new areas there are those whose study is directly motivat ed by problems
which arise in connection with computers, such as the application of Boolean algebra
to computer design , man y br anches of numerical an alysis. and some topics in logic (such
as automatic the orem proving ). Th ere are also old er a reas whose development was ham-
pered by the requirement for great amounts of computati on . such as certa in branches of
combinatorial mathemat ics or mathematical ph ysics, where co mputers a llow one to
overco me a barrier of ted ious ro utine man ipulation .
A significant aspect of these new areas, from the edu cat ional point of view, is that one
can often present open probl ems whose solution wo uld be of general interest, where some-
bod y without the formal train ing of a research mathematician has a chance of succeeding.
In time, when most int eresting "easy" problems in the se new areas will have been solved,
this situation will probabl y cha nge, as it has in more established areas of mathematics.
But at the moment it gives a perceptive teacher a va lua ble tool to raise the interest of the
more ambitious students : namely . to let them work on an open problem which the y feel is
not hopelessly beyond their power.
Th e new approaches to old probl ems which a computer make s possible may have an
even greater influence on a student's image of the nature of mathematics. The essential
as pect is, that when a mathemati cal problem is approached with a view towards using a
co mputer in its solut ion , the situa tion is very similar to that of an experimenta l scientist
in a laboratory experiment. The process of computing, looking at the data obtained,
formulating hypoth eses. and checking them through furth er computation , gives mathe-
matics the flavor of an experi menta l science. In this latter di sguise, mathematics is much
more accessible to man y student s who may be turned off when the subject is presented
to them in more ab str act ways.
Th e points made ab ove can best be substa ntia ted by presenting a number of examples
from different areas. A det a iled discussion of the examples can be found in the Appendix.
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A brief description and some general comments follow.
I. The notion of algorithm
The notion of an algorithm is important very early in the course of mathematics educa-
tion, e.g. when students learn to carry out arithmetic operations. After the students have
learned a few specific algorithms, they should be able to appreciate what an algorithm is.
This would seem to be the right time to emphasize the relation between algorithms and
tasks which can be carried out automatically by a machine and thus to give students the
first understanding of programming. Some discussion of the notation in which algorithms
are specified will arise naturally, but this does not necessarily mean that students have
to learn a conventional programming language. The wall-following car in example I of
the Appendix introduces a miniature programming language of only five instructions,
but is sufficient to illustrate some basic ideas of programming. This example was also
chosen to illustrate that simple, but interesting, algorithms which do not require any
mathematical background can be used as starting points for discussing and motivating
mathematical principles that are relevant to straightforward generalizations of these
simple algorithms.
If the teaching of algorithms is appropriate at the elementary level, it is just as important
at more advanced stages. If a theorem is stated which asserts the existence of an object
with certain properties, it may be didactically important not only to prove the theorem,
but also to study efficient algorithms for constructing the object in question. This may
serve the same purpose as the proof does. Why do we prove theorems in school'? Certainly
not only to establish the result. We hope that understanding the proof gives us an insight
into the theorem we might not otherwise get: why it is true, just which assumptions are
crucial and which ones might be relaxed, and so on. Studying efficient algorithms for con-
structing an object whose existence has been proved can give the same kind of insights.
One must stress the qualification "efficient" algorithm. Finding an element in a finite
set by looking at each element in turn gives no insight at all. But finding it by an efficient
search procedure which avoids looking at each element may give important insight into
the structure of the set.
2. Mathematics as an experimental science
The point was made earlier that, when a computer is available to carry out rapidly
large computations, mathematics may assume the nature of an experimental science:
one makes guesses, conceives of an experiment to provide further evidence in favor of
the guess or to reject it, and reformulates the conjectures in view of the data obtained.
A research mathematician, of course, experiences this activity frequently in his work, but
without a computer it is not easy to provide this experience to students in a classroom
environment. The amount of experimentation they can carry out by hand during or even
between class periods is very limited, and often no interesting examples can be calculated
in the time available.
Example 2 in the Appendix tries to show that the availability of a computer can change
this situation drastically. It concerns a problem in number theory of which Paul Erdos, a
mathematician famous for his ingenuity in problem solving, has said, "Unless I have
overlooked something obvious, it is hopeless". The problem may indeed be hopeless, but
it is an inexhaustible source of most interesting insights into number theory, and it lends
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itself perfectly to formulating hypotheses and testing them on a computer. The results
described in the Appendix were obtained by a class which worked on this problem for
about 15 min in each of six class periods, and where each student wrote a few programs of
his own to gather some data. The results of their runs were compared and discussed in
class and the most promising ones chosen as starting points for the next runs.
3. Numerical computation
In recent years it has become increasingly evident that we have been training too many
research mathematicians and not enough users of mathematics. A user of mathematics
must be able to formulate problems, wherever they come from, in mathematical terms,
and attempt to solve them by whatever means available. In these days, this implies almost
always that a computer will be involved at some stage in the process of problem formulation
and problem solving. It is simply a fact that in dealing with problems of the complexity
typical of real-life situations, there is much insight that can be gained by means of long and
tedious computations, which cannot be gained in any other way.
One of the most important prerequistites of a user of mathematics is an understanding
of some principles of numerical computation. While in mathematics, and even in traditional
applied mathematics, a problem is often considered to be solved when a formula has been
obtained which expresses the desired quantity in terms of the given data, a user of mathe-
matics must know what to expect when he carries out a computation to evaluate this formula.
There are a few basic concepts which permeate all of numerical mathematics. They are
important to know for anybody who carries out lengthy calculations, and they are con-
ceptually simple enough that they could well be taught in high school. Example 3 in the
Appendix on the stability of a computation is intended to show this.
4. Fundamental ideas of logic and cotnputability
The study of computers and programming languages provides a very natural motivation
for some of the fundamental ideas of mathematical logic, such as the notions of a formal
system, a well-formed statement in such a system, of an effective procedure, and of solvable
and unsolvable problems. One who has programmed can appreciate the logician's concern
for complete. rigorous definition of the notation in which statements are written, and he
can understand the notion of an effective procedure as one which could be programmed.
Example 4 in the Appendix shows that some of these topics can be discussed in terms
which are intuitively meaningful to someone who is familiar with computer programming,
without assuming any specialized mathematical background.
J. TEACH ER EDUCA TlON
Few mathematics high school teachers today have the requisite knowledge to teach the
subject matters that lie on the borderline between mathematics and computing. In recogni-
tion of this fact, the curriculum for mathematics teachers at the University of Illinois
introduced, several years ago, two required courses designed to improve this situation.
The first one is an introduction to computers and programming such as can be found
at many universities. but the second one is novel. Its goal is to provide teachers with a
collection of problems from diverse areas of mathematics which lend themselves to a com-
puter approach and to show how such problems are attacked with the help of a computer.
The intention is that the teachers will feel confident to adapt these problems to the high
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school level and thus be able to illustrate the use of computers in their own teaching.
In the process of discussing computer-aided problem solution, a large body of novel
concepts and techniques of general applicability are introduced, such as: random number
generation, backtrack, heuristic search, syntax-directed processing of expressions, and
simulation. The examples in the Appendix are adapted from a book that grew out of this
course[l]. The feedback we have received from teachers who have taken these courses as
part of an in-service training program has been encouraging: we have frequently heard
the opinion that it was this second course, after the more routine skills of programming
had been mastered, that showed what computers can be used for in mathematics education.
4. SUMMARY
The two main arguments of this paper are: first, that it is important for our society of
the near future that every educated person understand some of the principles on which
computers operate; and second, that there is an important relationship between mathe-
matics education and computers, both in the sense that the mathematics curriculum can
contribute significantly towards teaching students about computers, as well as in the
sense that computers have a role to play in mathematics education. The latter point is
shown by several examples which are discussed in detail.
It is also argued that high school mathematics teachers can obtain the required knowledge
to use computers effectively in their teaching by taking two one-semester courses as part
of an in-service training program.
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5. APPENDIX
I. The wall-following car
Write a program that will cause a robot car to drive along the inside of a closed wall made up of straight-line
pieces in the east-west and north-south direction, as Fig. I shows.
Fig. I
The length of each straight-line piece of wall is an integer multiple of a unit length.
This programmable car understands the following instructions:
FORWARD advance 1 unit length in the direction the car is currently heading
LEFT turn left 900 , staying on the same spot
RIGHT turn right 900 , staying on the same spot
GOTO { unconditional jump to line number I in program
IF WALL GOTO I conditional jump to line number I, to be executed if the car's front bumper touches a wall
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4. GO TO I
5. RIGHT
6. GOTO 2
A program for this car is a sequence of instructions. The following program causes the car to go for ward unt il
it bum ps into a wall, then to turn on its spot so that the wall is on its left.
I. IF WALL GOTO 4 3. GO TO I
2. FO RWARD 4. RIGHT
For the program you are to write you may assume that the car starts out with its left side next to a wall, i.e, the
situa tion it is in when it has executed the 4-line program above .
Solu tion: The principle "If you can, tu rn left and go forwar d; if not. keep turning right unt il you can go forwa rd"
leads to the following program:
I. LEFT
2. IF WALL GOTO 5
3. FO RWARD
Th is solution can be used as a sta rting point for a more thorough discussion of how feedba ck can be used to
send a vehicle a long a planned trajectory. The next step in generalizing this exampl e might consist in redefining
LEFT and RIGHT so tha t they cause thc car to turn by a small angle 'P. This this program will cause the ca r
to follow an arbitrary cu rved wall as long as the radius of curva ture is not too small compared to the unit distance
the car advances when execut ing the comma nd FOR WARD.
The point of this problem is that a simple program can be used as a concrete example of general mathematical
principles.
2. Experimentation in numher theory
The natural numbers 1.2. 3" . . have long been a source of fascination for many people. Although they have
been the subject of much thought from ancient times by expert mathematicians and laymen alike. the re remain
many fascinating and difficult problems which are still unsolved. Man y of these problems derive their fascinat ion
fro m the fact that they can be very simply stated and easily und erstood by anyo ne who has learned elementa ry
arithmetic, while at the same time being ext reme ly difficult to solve. Exampl es of such problems are Go ldbach 's
famo us conjecture that every even numb er is the sum of two primes, and Fer mat's last theorem, which asserts
the nonso lvability in the integers of the equation
X**N + Y **N = Z* *N
for all N greater than 2. Th ese old classics have withstood the attacks of some of the best mathematicians for
centu ries.
One part icular type of mathema tical activity has been known to originate many interesting problems and
important mathemati cal advan ces. i.e. experimenting with certa in sets of numbers and looking for patte rns in
them. It would not be unreasonable to assert that the origin of most number theoretic problems could be traced
to such experimenta tion. It is clear that high speed computers are part icularly useful in this type of mat hematica l
research and, indeed, they were used to experiment in number theory as soon as they became available.
It is not so, of co urse, that answers to all the interestin g problems can be obta ined by simple com puting . If.
as usual. the prob lem is to find out whether a parti cular statement is true for all numbers, a co mputat ion on a
finite numbe r of cases might provide an answer in the form of an isolated counter-example, but it could never
actually verify the statement for every number. Yet. even if one is co nfident that no counter-exam ple exists, such a
co mputat ion can be a valuab le guide toward the solut ion of a prob lem if co mbined with observati on and search-
ing for patterns.
We will not attempt to illustra te this by attacking a wellkn own unso lved problem. as it would be difficult to
impro ve upon previou s efforts . However. fortunately, it is easy to ask questions about numbers which have no
immediately obvious answ ers. For example, the following algorithm suggests several questions which are easi ly
formulated but not easily answered :
Algorithm .4: GIven a natu ral number k;
If k = I. stop
If k is even. genera tc
k' - ki2
If k is odd. generate
k' = 3'k + 1
Repeat, using k'.
Example: Perform ing this algorit hm with the initial k = 34 produces the following sequence of num bers
before halting : 34 -1 7 52-26 · 1.1 -40 -20- 10- 5 -16- 8- 4- 2- 1.
Perhaps the most obvious and natural questio n to be raised conce rning this algorith m is whethe r or not it will
halt in a finite number of steps for every natu ral number. We do not know the an swer to th is question. How-
ever. while attem pting to gain insight into the problem we have observed interes ting patterns which would have
been difficult to disco ver withou t fa irly extensive computation.
Let S be the function defined by S[kl = the number of steps algorith m A will run given an init ial va lue k, (The
questi on now is whether or not S is defined for all natu ral numbers.)
Ta ble I gives va lues of Slk) for the na tura l numbers up to 50, as well as the highest number and the first power
of 2 genera ted by the algorithm.
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A few interesting observations are immediate:
(I) In nearly all cases, the first power of two generated is 16.At first, this is quite striking, but a little thought makes
it understandable. It is clear that the first power of two generated must be generated by the multiply-by-three-
and-add-one part of the algorithm so that it is of the form 3*M + I for some odd number M, or equivalently,
6* M + 4 for some natural number M. Looking at all the powers of two, we see that this will be true only
Table 1
First power
Max number of two
k S(k) generated generated
0 I 1
2 I 2 2
3 7 16 16
4 2 4 4
5 5 16 16
6 8 16 16
7 16 52 16
8 3 8 8
9 19 52 16
10 6 16 16
11 14 52 16
12 9 16 16
13 9 40 16
14 17 52 16
15 17 160 16
16 4 16 16
17 12 52 16
18 20 52 16
19 20 88 16
20 7 20 16
21 7 64 64
22 15 52 16
23 15 160 16
24 10 24 16
25 23 88 16
26 10 40 16
27 III 9232 16
28 18 52 16
29 18 88 16
30 18 160 16
31 106 9232 16
32 5 32 32
33 26 100 16
34 13 52 16
35 13 160 16
36 21 52 16
37 21 112 16
38 21 88 16
39 34 304 16
40 8 40 16
41 109 9232 16
42 8 64 64
43 29 196 16
44 16 52 16
45 16 136 16
46 16 160 16
47 104 9232 16
48 11 48 16
49 24 148 16
50 24 88 16
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for the even powers of two, i.e. 4, 16, 64. 256. etc.. which says that no odd power of two will appea r in this
column more than once. This explains the absence of 32 in this column (except for K = 32). The relative
scarcity of 64 is still puzzling but will be explained later.
(2) A few numbers occur frequently as the maximum number generated most notably 52. ~8. 160 and 9232.
together accounting for half of the sequences between I and 50.
(3) Looking for patterns among the maximum numbers generated yields this interesting fact : all of them have at
most one prime factor different from 2. Unfortunately. this pattern is quickly destro yed by a maximum of
340 for k = 75. The short initia l segment (k = \ ,50) of the complete table is misleading in this respect, but
extending the tab le 10 k = \00 (say) does not change the fact that relatively few numbers have a tendency to
occur frequently in the column of maxima.
(4) With a few remarkable exceptions (which have S(k) > \00) all the first 50 numbers have a sequence length
S(k ) < 35.
(5) There are several sequences ofconsecutive numbers which have the same value. for example. 5(14) = S(\ 5)= 17.
5(28) = S(29) = S(30) = 18. and S(98) = S(99) = S(IOO) = S(\Ol ) = S(102) = 25. To illustrate. consider the
sequences for the pair 14. 15
14 722 II 34 17 52 26 13 40 20 10 5 \6842
15 46 23 70 35 106 53 160 80 40 20 10 5 16 8 4 2
Notice the regular connection between numbers III corresponding positions in each sequence. This phenomenon
suggests a second approach to the problem. that of looking for patterns in the classes of numbers which have
the same sequence length S.
Let C(s) denote the class of numbers for which the algorithm A runs for s steps. That is. a number Ii is in C(II)
if and only if S(k) = 11. For example. C(O) = (I) C(I) = (2) ... C(5) = (32, 5). The computation of C(s) for s =
O. I. 2, . .. may best be accomplished by following a recursive definition
CIOI = (I)
Given CIs) = (k \. k1• . . .. k ' /)' C(S + I) will contain exactly the following numbers:
(\) For each k,. 2*k,
(2) For each k, of the form 6*M + 4. tk, - 1)fJ.
Executing this algorithm for .\ = I. 2. . .. has the effect of building a tree, a small part of which is illustrated in
Fig. 2. The horizontal rows in the tree consist of exactly the classes CIs). s = O. 1. 2. . .. and a path from a node
of the tree to the root (1) follows the sequence of numbers generated by algorithm A.
Figure 2 explains why 64 appears so infrequent ly in Table 1. In order for 64 to be the first power of two gen-
erated for any number k, k must be one of the numbers in the branch of the tree above 21. Since 3 divides 21. it
is clear that none of these numbers will be of the form 6*N + 4. Hence, by the recursive definition above. the
numbers for which 64 is the first power of two generated are exactly those of the form 2 1*2M for some M .
II
14 13 8 192 1365 \ 364 227 1360 226 1344 1280 213 2 12 35 2')8 34 192
40
196
/ o~ 2/ I I I 610/ 1 I I 110 12 6XO 113 672 W6 )04 17 96
I I 3~0/ I I I ~2/ I8 I I 2()148~J41 336 310/ 53 4XI I I I
6 \0 1024 170 168 160 26 24
I I I I I I
6 9 - 11 X~ 84 ~O ___________ 13 12L ____________ _
I I
4 8 256 42 40 6
I I I
4 7 ]2 8 21 ]10 __________ 3
2 6 64 \0
I
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The above recursive algorithm for computing the classes C(s) leads to a recurrence relation for computing the
cardinality 11(.1) = the number of elements in CIs).
Let e(s) and 0(5) denote the number of even and odd elements of CIs), respectively [so that 11(5) = e(s) + 0(5)].
Now notice that for each 5, e(5) = 11(5 - 1)(Why?) and that every odd number in C(s) arises from an even number
in CIs - 1) of the form 6*N + 4.
Let us assume that roughly one-third of all even numbers in any CIs) are of the form 6*N + 4. (This is not
an obvious fact. For example, it can be seen from the tree in the preceding figure that in any C(s), there are system-
atically fewer odd numbers than even ones.) Then we get the relation
0(5) = Ij3*e(s - I)
and since
e(s - I) = 11(5 - 2)
we obtain the recurrence relation
n(s) = n(.~ - I) + Ij3*nls - 2),
which has a solution of the form
( I + .)713)'n(s) = constant" --2" -
i.e. n(s) grows exponentially and the base
I + ..)7/3
2 ::: 1·26
is well confirmed by observing the ratios n(s)jn(s - I) listed in Table 2.
Table 2
nIsi e(s) e(s)n(s) n(s)/n(s - I)
0 I 0 000
1 I I 100 1·00
2 1 I 100 1·00
3 I I 100 1·00
4 1 I 100 1·00
5 2 1 050 2'00
6 2 2 100 1·00
7 4 2 050 2·00
8 4 4 100 1·00
9 6 4 067 1·50
10 6 6 100 1·00
11 8 6 075 133
12 10 8 080 1·25
13 14 10 071 1-40
14 18 14 078 1,29
15 24 18 0·75 1·33
16 29 24 (J·83 1·21
17 36 29 0·81 1·24
18 44 36 0·82 1·22
19 58 44 0·76 1·32
20 72 58 0·81 1·24
21 91 72 (J'79 126
22 113 91 (J·81 1·24
23 143 113 0·79 1·17
24 179 143 0·80 125
25 227 179 079 1·27
3. Stability
Consider the problem of computing the sequence Xu' XI' X 2' ... defined by
xo=l, -'1=0'5 (I)
(2)
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for 11 = 1,2, 3, .... If we follow these instructions in a straightforward manner using 3- and 2-digit floating point
numbers in our computation (i.e. representing every number by 3 or 2 digits and an exponent) we find the results
as shown in Table 3.
Table 3
X'I



















The fact that the two computed sequences differ entirely after about four or five terms indicates that something
went wrong. Indeed, we will prove below that the sequence defined by equations (1) and (2) has as its general term
x, = 2 ", i.e. every term is half the preceding one. This behavior prevails at the beginning of the computed
sequences, but then gradually reverts to one in which every term is double the preceding one. It can also be seen
from Table 3 that the deviation from the "halving-behavior" begins when it iirst becomes impossible to represent
the exact half of the preceding term with the given number of digits (3 or 2 respectively). Once the slightest error
is introduced (in our case a round-off error in x 5 and .x3 in the 3- and 2-digit computation respectively), our com-
putation goes wild. The process of computing the sequence x" by using the recursion formula x,,+ 1 = 2'5x" - \"-1
is unstable.
In order to understand this, let us look for a solution of equation (2) of the form x" = e. a" with constants a
and c. Substituting this into (2) yields
e(a' - 2·5a + I) = 0
which means that x, = e. II" is a solution if either e = 0 (and hence Xo = \ 1 = \ 2 = ... = 0) or otherwise a = 2
or a = 1with arbitrary c. Since (2) is a linear equation, the general solution of (2) is
with arbitrary constants c. e'.
In order to satisfy the initial conditions (I), we have to choose e = 0, c' = 1. Now notice that e = 0 is a very
particular choice: it causes the sequence \" to be decreasing, while all other values of e cause it to be increasing,
irrespective of c'. Thus a decreasing sequence x, is an exception (among all the sequences which satisfy (2)), and in
the problem posed at the beginning of this section we are asked to compute such an exceptional sequence. As
soon as we introduce the first error, no matter how small, we will be computing another sequence in the "neighbor-
hood" of the one defined by e = 0, c' = 1. say the sequence defined by c = t, C' = 1 + t', But the terms x" of
this sequence are approximately x, ::::: t. 2" for sufficiently large 11, i.e. every term is roughly double the preceding
one, and this is exactly the behavior we observe in the computation tabulated at the beginning of this section.
The effect described here, of a small error growing disproportionately in comparison to the correct solution,
illustrates but one of several kinds of instability which have to be considered in numerical analysis. Notice that
in our example instability is caused by the method of computing and is not inherent in the problem. The instruc-
tions
(1) \0 = 1
(2) x, = 0-5\,_ L for 11 = 1.2....
yields a perfectly stable process for computing the same sequence.
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4. An impossible program
J. NIEVERGELT
Correspondence
Suppose T[R] is a Boolean function taking a routine
(or program) R with no formal or free variables as its
argument and that for all R, T[R] = True if R ter-
minates if run and that T[R] = False if R does not
terminate. Consider the routine P defined as follows
ree routine P
§L:ifT[P] go to L
Return §
If T[P] = True the routine P will loop, and it will
only terminate ifT[P] = False. In each case T[P] has
exactly the wrong value, and this contradiction shows





A well-known piece of folk-lore among programmers
holds that it is impossible to write a program which can
examine any other program and tell, in every case, if it
will terminate or get into a closed loop when it is run.
I have never actually seen a proof of this in print, and
though Alan Turing once gave me a verbal proof (in a
railway carriage on the way to a Conference at the
NPL in 1953), I unfortunately and promptly forgot the
details. This left me with an uneasy feeling that the
proof must be long or complicated, but in fact it is so
short and simple that it may be of interest to casual
readers. The version below uses CPL, but not in any
essential way.
Churchill College,
Cambridge.
Yours faithfully,
C. STRACHEY.
